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A Recipe for Electrically-Driven Soft Robots via 3D
Printed Handed Shearing Auxetics

Ryan L. Truby , Lillian Chin , and Daniela Rus

Abstract—Electrically-mediated actuation schemes offer great
promise beyond popular pneumatic and suction based ones in
soft robotics. However, they often rely on bespoke materials and
manufacturing approaches that constrain design flexibility and
widespread adoption. Following the recent introduction of a class
of architected materials called handed shearing auxetics (HSAs),
we present a 3D printing method for rapidly fabricating HSAs and
HSA-based soft robots that can be directly driven by servo motors.
To date, HSA fabrication has been limited to the laser cutting of
extruded teflon tubes. Our work expands the HSA materials palette
to include flexible and elastomeric polyurethanes. Herein, we in-
vestigate the influence of material composition and geometry on
printed HSAs’ mechanical behavior. In addition to individual HSA
performance, we evaluate printed HSAs in two soft robotic systems
- four degree-of-freedom (DoF) platforms and soft grippers - to
confirm that printed HSAs perform similarly to the original teflon
HSA designs. Finally, we demonstrate new soft robotic capabilities
with 3D printed HSAs, including fully 3D printed HSA fingers,
higher force generation in multi-DoF devices, and demonstrations
of soft grippers with internal HSA endoskeletons. We anticipate our
methods will expedite the design and integration of novel HSAs in
electrically-driven soft robots and facilitate broader adoption of
HSAs in the field.

Index Terms—Soft robot materials and design, soft sensors and
actuators, additive manufacturing.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the current pressing challenges of soft robotics is
identifying methods for actuating soft materials in a way

that complements the compliance of soft robots’ bodies. Despite
the popularity of pneumatic- and vacuum-based actuation tech-
niques, these strategies typically rely on pumps and other bulky,
rigid hardware components to achieve complex motions. These
auxiliary components consistently complicate the systems-level
design of integrated soft robots, limiting their deployment in
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practice [1], [2]. New electrically-mediated actuation schemes
with minimal hardware requirements are needed in soft robotics.

In order to minimize burdensome auxiliary hardware, current
research has sought to streamline soft robotic actuation through
the design of new material functionalities that better enable
electrically-driven actuation. Electrostatic actuation [3], [4] and
the Joule heating of thermally responsive materials [5]–[7]
are two such approaches, but still suffer from many design
and operational limitations. For example, dielectric elastomer
actuators and other soft electrostatic transducers enable rapid,
energy efficient actuation, but they are tedious to fabricate and
require large voltages that pose safety risks and design chal-
lenges [3], [4]. Meanwhile, Joule heating materials like liquid
crystal elastomer actuators can lead to large actuation strains
and high forces, but thermally actuated systems are slow and
non-trivial to reverse [6], [7].

Recent progress in mechanical metamaterial design suggests
another promising approach towards simplifying and/or improv-
ing soft robotic actuation. Architected material forms can give
rise not only to compliance and other programmable mechan-
ical properties, but also to structures with emergent robotic
behaviors [8]. For example, structures with reversible buckling,
bistablility, or auxetic properties [9] could be used in soft robot
design for rapid motion in compliant structures [10], [11],
programmable deformations and shape change [12], tunable
stiffness, and even mechanical logic and sensing [13], [14].
Although advances in structural metamaterial designs offer great
promise for soft robotics, these ideas have not yet been fully or
extensively applied for improving actuation. Many of the actu-
ation strategies currently demonstrated in architected materials
fall into the same issues as more traditional soft robotic actuation
schemes; they either only provide a one-shot actuation [15], [16]
or require bulky hardware that significantly limits soft robots’
practical use [11], [12], [17]–[19]. Moreover, while progress
in digital and additive manufacturing [20] and computational
design and optimization tools [21], [22] have fueled much
of the recent progress in this field, most demonstrations of
architected mechanical metamaterials for soft robotics require
bespoke materials and manufacturing methods that not only
constrain design flexibility, but also limit adoption by others in
the research community. There is a clear need and opportunity
for a new strategy towards soft robotic actuation via architected
metamaterials, especially one that maximizes material design
flexibility, minimizes auxiliary hardware, and uses more acces-
sible fabrication methods.

To address this need, we present methods and materials for
3D printing custom handed shearing auxetics (HSAs), a chiral
cellular metamaterial structure that can be directly actuated
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Fig. 1. A recipe for electrically-driven soft robots via 3D printed HSAs. Step 1:
HSAs are 3D printed via digital projection lithography. The photograph shows a
complete HSA finger at the end of 3D printing. Step 2: Parts are post-processed.
A final HSA finger is shown. Step 3: Parts are integrated into soft robots. 3D
printed HSAs are used in (i) 4-DoF, soft robotic platforms and (ii) assembled
into bending actuators as HSA fingers in soft grippers. Scale bars are 25 mm,
except in Step 2, where the scale bar is 10 mm.

with servo motors (Fig. 1). These actuators have demonstrated
significant promise as an actuation strategy for soft robotics,
achieving similar performance to traditional soft robotic systems
and manipulators with significantly improved energy efficiency
and resiliency to mechanical damage [23]–[25]. However, like
other architected materials, they have suffered from significant
fabrication limitations. To date, suitable HSAs for soft robots
have only been fabricated by laser cutting teflon, or polyte-
trafluoroethylene (PTFE), tubing. This fabrication method has
restricted the exploration of HSA designs to planar and wrapped-
planar systems with a material that is difficult to process accu-
rately. An additive manufacturing approach would enable new
complex 3D designs with greater material selection. We address
these concerns by demonstrating successful fabrication of HSAs
from various polyurethane formulations, creating a range of
rigid, flexible, and elastomeric HSAs. We investigate the impact
of key architectural and material parameters in printed HSAs
on their mechanical behaviors and contrast them with original
PTFE designs. We perform this comparison in both single HSAs
and on 4-DoF platforms and soft grippers, which represent
examples of soft robots comprised of HSA actuators. Finally,
we demonstrate the new expanded design space of 3D printed
HSAs by showcasing more custom applications, including fully
3D printed HSA assemblies for soft robotic manipulators, con-
centrically assembled HSAs for generating higher force without
requiring torque increases from servo motors, and hybrid rigid-
soft HSA actuators with stabilizing endoskeletons. Overall, our
paper contributes the following:

TABLE I
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF HSA MATERIALS

� A 3D printing approach for rapidly fabricating custom
shearing auxetics and integrated HSA assemblies for
electrically-driven soft robots,

� An expanded materials palette for HSAs that includes
flexible and elastomeric polyurethanes,

� An investigation of the impacts of various geometric pa-
rameters and materials on HSAs’ mechanical properties,
and

� Examples of HSA-based soft robots with new capabil-
ities, including higher force generation and stabilizing
endoskeletons.

II. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Original HSA Design and Fabrication

HSAs are a class of auxetic metamaterials introduced in [25]
and used for soft robotic actuation in [23]. While typical aux-
etic metamaterials have a symmetric point in their trajectory,
allowing them to move from one handedness to another, HSAs
intentionally break that symmetry to only allow a single chiral
shear motion. Thus, left- and right-handed HSAs can be made
through a simple reflection of the cellular pattern. When placed
around a cylinder, this handed shear movement creates a strong
coupling between rotation with extension. A soft linear actuator
can then be created by pairing cylinders of opposite handedness
so each one counters the other’s rotation.

In order to achieve these effects, the HSA must be able
to open smoothly from its closed state, making the form and
mechanical properties of its living hinges critical to its auxetic
behavior. As seen in Fig. 2(a), the metamaterial structure of
an HSA is composed of many individual struts joined by these
living hinges. The joints should act similarly to pin joints and,
therefore, be thin, flexible, and able to accommodate high strains.
Living hinges that cannot accommodate high strain or are too
rigid will restrict bending or yield under a net torque acting
on the HSA, resulting in limited actuation or failure of the
actuator, respectively. These design constraints led to the initial
material choice of PTFE for HSAs, which has a high elongation
at break of 300-500% (Table I) [26]. This allowed the living
hinges to plastically deform and buckle out-of-plane as the HSA
elongated without fear of joint snapping. PTFE is also available
off-the-shelf as tubes, enabling HSAs to be fabricated via rotary
laser cutting to achieve satisfactorily thin features. However, re-
liance on off-the-shelf materials introduced significant variance
in HSA behavior. The lack of precision engineering tolerances
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Fig. 2. HSA Design. (a) The leftmost illustration shows a representative HSA design explored in this work (with outer diameter, φ, of 25.4 mm), indicating
the form of the HSA repeat units in the structure, the location of the adapter fasteners to servo motors, and representative forms of constraint features added for
directional bending in bending HSAs (shown in higher detail in the inset to the lower right). All HSAs explored are printed with the same length (L= 101.6 mm),
number and position of adapter fasteners, and area of HSA repeat unit patterns that are shown at left. HSAs with patterns of repeat units scaled to different sizes
were explored. To the upper right, magnified views of HSAs with the original pattern scaling introduced in Ref. [23] (P1 = 1) and a scaling of 1/3 (P3 = 0.33)
are indicated in the top and bottom images, respectively. The HSA illustration to the left has a repeat unit scaling of 1/2 (P2 = 0.5). (b) Photographs of RPU (left),
FPU (center), and EPU (right) HSAs are provided for top-down (top) and end-on (bottom) views. In these photos, the RPU, FPU, and EPU HSAs are printed with
a thickness of 0.79 mm (T1), 2.48 mm (T3), and 4.76 mm (T5), respectively. (c) HSAs of varying φ can be concentrically arranged together. Three FPU HSAs
printed with thickness of 1.59 mm (T2) and decreasing outer diameters of φ1 = 25.4 mm, φ2 = 20.3 mm, and φ3 = 15.2 mm are shown. (d) A close-up view of
a hybrid rigid-soft bending HSA is shown. The rigid HSA has an exterior EPU HSA (T4, P1) and an interior FPU HSA with lower φ (T3, P1). Both have added
constraint features for bending. Scale bars are 10 mm.

TABLE II
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES INVESTIGATED BY HSA MATERIAL

for both the extruded PTFE tubes’ dimensions and the rotary
laser cutting hardware’s accuracy meant that joints and strut
sizes could not be precisely standardized.

In this paper, we use the PTFE cylinder from [23] as the
starting point of our 3D printed designs. PTFE HSAs are cut from
25.4 mm diameter PTFE tubes with a 2.43 mm wall thickness
(McMaster Carr) on a 120 W laser cutter with rotary engraver
attachment (Universal Laser Systems). The base auxetic units
are repeated three times around the circumference of each
cylinder. Bending actuators are created by placing a constraint
feature along the diagonal of the HSA pattern to limit expansion
(Fig. 2(a)).

B. 3D Printing HSAs

We investigate HSAs based on the form presented in [23]
and shown in Fig. 2(a). HSAs are designed in Rhino 6 and
Grasshopper (Robert McNeel & Associates). The architec-
tural features we explore in our HSA designs – material, outer
diameter (φ), thickness (T ), repeat unit scaling (P ), and length
(L) – are summarized in Table II. Briefly, the HSA repeat unit is
patterned within the same area to form the living hinge network
that enables auxetic behavior during actuation. The geometry of
the repeat unit itself is unchanged and identical to that in previous
HSAs [23], except for scaling in certain variants (100%, 50% or
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33% of original size as P1, P2, and P3, respectively). All HSAs
have L = 101.6 mm.

HSAs are 3D printed via digital projection lithography (Car-
bon M1, Carbon Inc.) from three commercially available, propri-
etary photopolymer resins: RPU 70, FPU 50, and EPU 40, which
are rigid (RPU), flexible (FPU), and elastomeric polyurethane
(EPU) resins, respectively (Carbon Inc.). The resins are used
as received. HSAs are printed horizontally with supports to
reduce print time. After printing, HSAs are carefully handled and
processed according to the manufacturer’s instructions, ensuring
minimal deformation. The mechanical properties of RPU, FPU,
and EPU are provided in Table I.

Printed HSAs are first formed in a green body state through
photopolymerization of resins during the printing process, after
which they undergo a final thermal curing step. In the green
body state, RPU, FPU, and EPU HSAs are mechanically quite
different: RPU HSAs are more robust than FPU HSAs of the
same thickness, and EPU HSAs, while being the most resilient
to deformations, are prone to tearing during support removal if
too thin. Thus, printing HSAs from each material was limited to
the thicknesses listed in Table II.

C. Mechanical Characterization

The HSAs’ extensional and hysteretic behaviors are charac-
terized by tensile and cyclic extension tests, respectively. For all
tests, HSAs are mounted to the Instron via custom, 3D printed
adapters (printed from UMA 90 resin, Carbon Inc.) that keep
one end of the HSA fixed while allowing for free rotation of the
other [23]. In tensile extension tests, HSAs are linearly extended
at 1 mm/s until failure. In cyclic extension tests, HSAs are
cyclically extended to 50 mm at a rate of 10 mm/s (except for
RPU HSAs, which had to by cycled at a slower rate of 1 mms/s).
The 50 mm extension corresponds to a stretch, λ, of λ ≈ 0.5,
or actuation strain of 50%, for our HSAs, while the 10 mm/s
extension rate reflects a typical actuation rate during operation
in a HSA-based soft robot.

D. Electrically-Driven Soft Robots

Previous examples of electrically-driven soft robots based on
PTFE HSAs include 4-DoF platforms and parallel grippers [23],
[25]. In this work, we present several variations of these soft
platforms (Fig. 1 i) and grippers (Fig. 1 ii) using FPU and EPU
HSAs. Briefly, the 4-DoF platforms consist of four HSAs in
a 2 × 2 configuration, where alternating HSAs have different
handedness, the proximal end of each HSA is attached to a servo
motor, and the distal ends are fixed together by a 3D-printed end
adapter piece (printed from UMA 90 resin, Carbon Inc.). The
soft grippers are similar to the soft platforms with respect to
their configuration and fixing of HSA ends to servos and rigid
end pieces. However, HSAs in soft grippers are of opposite hand-
edness arranged in a 2 × 1 configuration, and both HSAs have
constraint features added within the repeat unit pattern to drive
directional bending of the fingers for grasping (Fig. 2(a)) [23].

Three soft HSA platforms were assembled. Two platforms
are comprised of four FPU and four EPU HSAs (FPU and
EPU platforms) with thicknesses of T3 and T5, respectively, for
comparison with original soft platforms constructed from PTFE
HSAs (PTFE platform). To highlight the ability to construct

devices from HSAs of custom size, a third soft platform was
also developed from four concentrically assembled sets of three
FPU HSAs (concentric platform), with varying outer diameters,
but thickness kept at T2. All platforms are driven by HS-785HB
servos controlled by a Pololu Micro Maestro 6-Channel USB
Servo Controller.

Lastly, two soft grippers were developed. The first is com-
prised of FPU HSAs, with two FPU HSAs of opposite hand-
edness comprising one finger (thickness of T3, HSA repeat
unit scaling of P3). The second is a hybrid soft-rigid gripper
comprised of concentrically arranged HSA assemblies, where
the outer HSA is printed from EPU and the inner from FPU
to form a rigid endoskeleton. The EPU and FPU HSAs in the
hybrid gripper have thicknesses of T5 and T3, respectively,
and both have a repeat unit scaling of P1. All soft grippers
are developed for integration on a multiplexed manipulation
platform introduced previously with PTFE HSAs [30]. They
are driven by HS-5585MH servos controlled by an Arduino.

E. Soft Robot Characterization

Qualitatively, the soft platforms are evaluated by visually
comparing the platforms’ responses to the same control se-
quence across all of its degrees of freedom: vertical extension
and rotation about all axes. The same position commands were
sent to the servos for each of the actions in the control sequence,
ensuring any perceived variation results from material differ-
ences. Quantitatively, the concentric platform with and without
its two inner HSAs is characterized by blocked force tests. In
these experiments, the blocked force is measured via a static
Instron load cell, which the distal end of the platform presses
against. The servos are rotated in 15◦ increments for 5 s from 0◦
to 180◦ to elongate the platform against the load cell. At 180◦
rotation, the servos are then rotated in the opposite direction
following the same procedure back to 0◦. The blocked force is
determined from the mean measurement over the 5 s hold at
each servo rotation angle after removing the actuation transition
periods.

For the soft grippers, the grasping force is characterized by
measuring the amount of force needed to remove a 3D printed
sphere from the gripper. In these experiments, the sphere is
pulled out of the soft gripper’s grasp at a rate of 5 mm/s as
the Instron load cell measures the amount of force as a function
of extension. The sphere was selected as a representative target
object that would be held by such a manipulator. The mean grip
force is determined from the average load cell measurement
between extensions of 5 and 15 mm, while the max grip force
is determined as the maximum force within that interval. All
experiments for both the platforms and grippers are repeated
five times to determine standard deviation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. 3D Printed Handed Shearing Auxetics

Our 3D printing method provides a more streamlined fabrica-
tion method than laser cutting, allowing more complex designs
to be fabricated with ease. The digital projection lithography
approach is appropriate for rapidly fabricating the 3D forms of
HSAs. Unlike previous HSAs, which could only be created from
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Fig. 3. HSA Mechanical Characterization. Data are organized by column for (a) PTFE, (b) RPU, (c) FPU, and (d) EPU HSAs. (Top row) Force versus extension
data from tensile extension tests are provided for HSAs of varying thicknesses. Data are provided for three HSAs of each thickness. For improved visibility, one
plot for a given thickness is provided as a thick line, while the other two are given as thinner, transparent ones. All axes are scaled identically, except for the x axes
of PTFE and RPU data, to aid visualization. (Bottom row) Force versus extension data from cyclic extension tests are provided. Each plot corresponds to one HSA
of a single thickness. PTFE, FPU, and EPU HSA cyclic tests are performed for 100 cycles at 10 mm/s extension rate; RPU HSA cyclic tests are for 10 cycles at
1 mm/s extension rate. All axes are scaled identically, except for the y axes of RPU and EPU data, to aid visualization.

Fig. 4. Soft Robotic 4-DoF Platforms. (a–c) Photographs show soft platforms comprised of four HSAs composed of (a) PTFE, (b) FPU, or (c) EPU during
different actions: clockwise (CW) twist, counter-clockwise (CCW) twist, elongate, contract, northward (N) bend, southward (S) bend, westward (W) bend, and
eastward (E) bend. (d) Schematics of the HSA actions inducing the different configurations are shown. For each action, the same servo position command is sent
across all materials. Scale bars are 25 mm.

stock PTFE cylinders, we are able to readily 3D print HSAs from
RPU, FPU, and EPU resins (Fig. 2(b)). Furthermore, our 3D
printing method makes custom HSA designs possible, ranging
from concentric HSAs of varying φ (Fig. 2(c)) and hybrid HSAs
assembled by inserting a FPU HSA endoskeleton (φ3) within an
EPU HSA (φ1, Fig. 2(d)).

Our method also results in more reliable and reproducible
HSAs. Compared to 3D printing, laser cutting is generally
limited to specific stock materials and forms. This forces manual
adjustment of cutting parameters for each stock material, making
fabrication errors more likely to be introduced by the user. These
issues are amplified in rotary laser cutting HSAs, especially since
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Fig. 5. Blocked force characterization. (a) 4-DoF platforms generate force
when elongating. Platforms are shown with four single FPU HSAs (top, all
thickness T1) and four concentric FPU HSAs like those in Fig. 2(c) (bottom,
all thickness T1) elongating against a load cell. The photographs show the
different platforms with servos rotated at 0◦ (left), 90◦ (middle), and 180◦ (right).
(b) The corresponding blocked force versus servo rotation angle is provided for
the HSA platforms, where filled and open circles correspond to servos rotating
from 0◦ to 180◦ and 180◦ to 0◦, respectively. Error bars represent standard
deviation (n = 5). Scale bars are 25 mm.

PTFE tubes are often supplied with variable shape and profile,
leading to inconsistent results (Section IIA). By contrast, our 3D
printing technique provided more consistent fabrication, espe-
cially for the thin, fine constraint features needed for bending in
the HSA fingers. This enabled the printing of HSA withP3 repeat
unit scaling, which was never achieved in previous laser-cut
HSAs (Fig 2(a)).

B. Mechanical Characterization

Mechanical characterization data of PTFE, RPU, FPU, and
EPU HSAs from tensile and cyclic extension tests are provided
in Fig. 3 as the top and bottom row of plots, respectively. As
shown in the tensile extension tests in Fig. 3(a) with the original
PTFE HSAs, an elongating HSA undergoes three stages of
deformation when fixed at one end and allowed to freely rotate
at the other. First, the HSA begins to open from its initial closed
state, with the living hinges accommodating the auxetic behavior
resulting from outward expansion of the individual struts. This
opening behavior (from extensions of 0 to ∼80 mm) requires

little force. Second, as the HSA opens, the struts align along
the tensile direction and the structure effectively hardens. The
tensile load now primarily acts on the struts, and the force
quickly increases, as shown in the J-shaped response up to
∼90 mm extension. Finally, the struts plastically deform until
ultimate failure. Similar deformation responses are reported for
other auxetic structures [31]–[34]. From these data and prior
works [23], [25], we can interpret that higher forces needed to
elongate an HSA correspond to higher torques from a servo
motor needed to actuate one.

Most of the RPU, FPU, and EPU HSAs we investigated
exhibit similar auxetic behaviors as the original PTFE HSAs.
As seen in the tensile extension data in Fig. 3(b), RPU HSAs
all elongate under much higher forces than PTFE HSAs given
RPU’s higher stiffness, with forces increasing with thickness.
RPU HSAs all fail at lower extensions than PTFE HSAs (i.e.,
≤80 mm extension) due to the living hinges’ inability to ac-
commodate high strains. We observed inconsistent auxetic and
mechanical behavior in the thicker T3 and T4 RPU HSAs (see
Fig. 3(b), (c)) likely due to the restricted living hinge bending
in these samples. Of all the printed HSAs, FPU HSAs had the
most similar behavior to PTFE HSAs in the extension range of
0 to 100 mm, as seen in Fig. 3(c). As with the PTFE HSAs, the
force needed for elongation increases with thickness, although
notably, the T3 and T4 FPU HSAs could accommodate larger
plastic deformations than PTFE HSAs. Finally, as expected
from an elastomeric composition, the EPU HSAs extend longer
than any other HSAs and elongate under the lowest forces.
Mechanical deformation of EPU HSAs is also similar to that
in PTFE HSAs from 0 to 100 mm.

As revealed by the cyclic extension data in Fig. 3(a), PTFE
HSAs are highly hysteretic given the plastic deformation of
the living hinges even under modest HSA extensions. With
repeated cycles of tensile extension, the HSAs behave more
repeatably. Similar behavior is also observed for the other
materials (Fig. 3(b)-(d)). Interestingly, the RPU HSAs failed
consistently after only several cycles during experiments at a
10 mm/s elongation rate, and the data shown was obtained with
slower extension rates of 1 mm/s (Fig. 3(b)). FPU HSAs appear
to have a more pronounced hysteretic behavior than PTFE HSAs
(Fig. 3(c)), while that of EPU HSAs is less (Fig. 3(d)), most likely
as a result of the EPU HSAs’ living hinges undergoing elastic
rather than plastic deformation.

Overall, results from the HSAs’ mechanical characterization
suggest that RPU HSAs are not appropriate for use in HSA-based
soft robots, given the high servo torques needed to actuate them
and their poor robustness to repeated deformations. Conversely,
FPU and EPU are promising materials for printed HSAs, and
we exclusively used FPU and EPU HSAs for our soft robot
demonstrations.

C. Soft Robot Performance: 4-DoF HSA Platforms

4-DoF HSA platforms are soft robotic systems capable of
complex motions for a variety of manipulation and potentially
locomotive tasks. As shown in Fig. 4, we assembled HSA
platforms from the original platform designs in [23] using
PTFE, FPU (T3), and EPU (T5) HSAs (all φ1). PTFE HSA
platforms enable a variety of complex motions, including clock-
wise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) twisting movements,
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Fig. 6. Soft Robotic Grippers with 3D Printed HSAs. (a-d) Fingers for HSA grippers are designed from bending pairs of HSAs of opposite handedness.
(a) PTFE, (b) FPU, (c) EPU, and (d) hybrid rigid-soft bending HSA fingers are shown at rest (left image) and actuated by a programmed servo rotation angle
of 120◦ (right image). (e) Photographs are shown from a video sequence of the FPU gripper during a grip force characterization test. Grip force is measured by
positioning HSA grippers around a test object fastened to a load cell (left), bending the fingers (middle), and pulling the test object upwards until it is out of the
grippers grasp (right). (F) A plot of force versus extension from the experiment in (e) is provided. The yellow box indicates where the mean average measurement
is determined (i.e., between extension of 5 and 15 mm, when the sphere is still contacting the HSA), and the arrow indicates when the object is completely removed
from the gripper’s grasp. (G) Grip force analysis for HSA grippers comprised of PTFE, FPU, EPU, and the hybrid HSAs is provided. Error bars represent standard
deviation (n = 5). Scale bars are 25 mm.

elongations, contractions, and directional bending (Fig. 4(a)).
Overall, platforms constructed from FPU HSAs achieve the
same types of motions, with qualitatively identical ranges of
motion (Fig. 4(b)). Despite their lower hardness and stiffness,
EPU platforms also perform similarly (Fig. 4(c)). However, at
extreme deformations, we observe the EPU HSAs buckling and
limiting the full range of motion.

Previously, concentrically assembled HSAs constructed from
spring steel were shown to exhibit interesting load bearing
capabilities [25]. With 3D printing enabling the fabrication of
custom HSA designs, we are eager to explore how concentrically
assembled cylindrical HSAs might open new opportunities for
HSA platforms. Future HSA platforms, for example, may re-
quire the ability to generate higher forces for various assembly,
manufacturing, or locomotive applications. While thicker HSAs
could be used to generate higher force, they would also require
servos to generate higher or impossible torques. We hypothesize
that concentrically assembled thin HSAs would be sufficient to
generate a higher blocked force.

Two platforms were constructed from four single FPU HSAs
and four concentric FPU HSAs (all T1, see Fig. 2(c)). The
platforms were actuated to push against a load cell (Fig. 5(a)).
The blocked force produced as a function of servo rotation
angle in the two platforms is shown in Fig. 5(b). Overall, the
max blocked force generated by concentric HSA platforms is
approximately 3x greater than that of the single HSA platform.
The decrease in blocked force produced by the platforms past a
critical servo rotation angle results from the HSAs’ buckling at
higher rotation angles. These results demonstrate a new oppor-
tunity for improving the performance of HSA-based soft robots
by simply nesting custom-sized HSAs together.

D. Soft Robot Performance: HSA Grippers

Examples of bending HSA fingers comprised of PTFE (T1)
and FPU HSAs (T3) are shown in Figs. 6(a), (b) actuating

after a 120◦ servo rotation. As expected from their similarity
in the 4-DoF platforms, the FPU HSA fingers undergo bending
actuation like those laser cut from PTFE. Figs. 6(c), (d) illustrate
the performance of the hybrid rigid-soft HSA fingers, without
and including the rigid FPU endoskeleton, undergoing similar
actuation. The soft EPU HSA fingers (T5) bend to a much greater
extent (Fig. 6(c)). The FPU HSA endoskeleton (T3) dramatically
reduces overall bending compared to all finger designs but still
allows for some bending (Fig. 6(d)).

Representative stills from grip force characterization tests
are shown with the FPU HSA gripper in Fig. 6(e). The raw
data recorded from the test in Fig. 6(e) is shown in Fig. 6(f),
indicating the increase in force on the sphere as it is raised
out of the gripper’s hold. At a critical extension, the grip force
becomes negative as the tips of the gripper slide around the
sphere and press upwards underneath it. Once the sphere is out
of the gripper, the force returns to 0 N.

Fig. 6(g) provides the mean and maximum grip forces mea-
sured from these characterization experiments. The PTFE HSA
gripper provided a mean and maximum grip force of 2.26±
0.25 N and 2.59± 0.32 N, respectively, while the FPU HSA
gripper provided2.65± 0.34N and2.98± 0.39N. Within error,
the FPU HSA gripper produces similar grip forces to the PTFE
one. The softer, less stiff EPU HSA gripper produced a mean
and maximum grip force of 0.35± 0.07 N and 0.47± 0.12 N,
respectively. While the current rigid endoskeleton restricts bend-
ing motion, it still produces a mean and maximum force of
0.56± 0.05 N and 0.75± 0.06 N, both of which are greater
than the EPU HSA gripper alone. Qualitatively, we observed
that the FPU endoskeleton used here required a greater force
to elongate than a FPU HSA with φ1 and T3, suggesting that
higher-torque servo motors are needed for this gripper design.
With further optimization of the FPU HSA endoskeleton’s de-
sign and driving servos, more bioinspired manipulators can
potentially be created, where outer EPU HSAs can improve
the friction between HSAs and grasped objects and overall
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gentleness and adaptability of manipulation, and the inner FPU
HSA endoskeletons provide structural stability. The results from
the soft platform and gripper experiments confirm that 3D
printed HSAs perform similarly to the original PTFE HSAs, and
FPU HSAs are qualitatively very similar in behavior to PTFE
ones.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown how an architected material approach to soft
robotic actuation can result in a more streamlined, electrically-
driven design. By adapting the HSA design for additive manufac-
turing, we have fabricated HSAs with similar performance as the
original designs, while also making a substantial expansion of
the HSA design and material space. Not only have we shown two
new materials that work in a similar bulk fashion as PTFE, but
we have also demonstrated new ways to combine materials that
could not have been achieved through traditional off-the-shelf
techniques. Whether it’s maximizing blocked force through con-
centric cylinders, enabling new hybrids between rigid and soft
materials, or printing a complete finger in a single print (Fig. 1),
we have integrated the control of metamaterial design with an
electrically-driven actuation strategy via the design flexibility
afforded by 3D printing.

While we only explored thickness and diameter variations
of original HSA designs in this work, our methods now open
opportunities to explore the vast design space of HSAs with
digital fabrication techniques and computational design and
optimization tools [21], [22]. Once limited to fabricating HSAs
via laser cutting of PTFE tubing, we are now exploring what new
capabilities – including larger actuation strains, more complex
shape changes, and reduced buckling at larger strains – can be
introduced through variations of the HSAs’ living hinge design,
inclusion of features that are truly 3D (i.e., not just the current
“2.5-D” forms), and more. While we use digital projection
lithography to 3D print our HSAs, other 3D printing methods
could be used, provided that they are capable of printing similar
materials to FPU and EPU [20], [35]. Overall, we are eager
to utilize these methods for the design and fabrication of new
electrically-driven soft robots whose architected forms enable
progress towards practical systems and applications.
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